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Abstract. Charge transfer (CT) and charge transport (CTr) are at the core of life-sustaining 

biological processes, and of processes that govern the performance of electronic and energy-

conversion devices. Electric fields are invaluable for guiding charge movement. Therefore, as 

electrostatic analogues of magnets, electrets have unexplored potential for generating local 

electric fields for accelerating desired CT processes and suppressing undesired ones. The 

notion about dipole-generated local fields affecting CT has evolved since the middle of the 

20th century. In the 1990s, the first reports demonstrating the dipole effects on the kinetics of 

long-range electron transfer appeared. Concurrently, the development of molecular-level 

designs of electric junctions has led the exploration of dipole effects on CTr. Biomimetic 

molecular electrets, such as polypeptide helices, are often the dipole sources in CT systems. 

Conversely, surface-charge electrets and self-assembled monolayers of small polar 

conjugates are the preferred sources for modifying interfacial electric fields for controlling 

CTr. The multifaceted complexity of such effects on CT and CTr testifies for the challenges 

and the wealth of this field that still remains largely unexplored. This review outlines the 

basic concepts about dipole effects on CT and CTr, discusses their evolution, and provides 

accounts for their future developments and impacts.

Keywords: charge transfer, electron donors and acceptors, bioinspired, electric dipoles, 

electrets
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1. Introduction

The importance of charge transfer (CT) and charge transport (CTr) for basic science 

and applied engineering cannot be overstated. The ability to control and guide charge 

transduction is of key importance for molecular and cell biology, for electronic design and 

development, and for energy science and engineering.1-5 Electric fields, and in particular local 

fields originating from molecular dipoles and ordered ion pairs, offer an invaluable means for 

guiding CT and CTr. Due to dielectric asymmetry, for example, only a single CT pathway is 

favorable in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (RC), despite its pseudo C2 structural 

symmetry, i.e., two-fold radial symmetry.6-7 Furthermore, junctions containing such RC 

protein exhibit CTr rectification.8 Conversely, electric fields in the vicinity of active sites of 

enzymes affect their catalytic activity.9-12  

As systems with ordered electric dipoles, electrets present key structural motifs for 

introducing and modifying electric-field profiles along CT and CTr pathways.13-16 Electrets 

however are inherently dielectrics. Reorganization of any free charge carriers would screen 

the dipole-generated fields and suppress their effects. Concurrently, the electrets of interest 

should mediate efficient CT and CTr to render themselves useful for electronic and energy-

conversion applications. 

Since the 1960s the idea about dipole effects on CT has gradually developed.6-7, 17-19 

In the late 1990s, the first reports providing direct experimental evidence about dipole-

induced rectification of long range CT20-22 commenced the development of the field and the 

growth of the interest in this phenomenon. For the last half a century, the focus has 

principally been on biological and biomimetic systems where polypeptide helices or polar 

groups in protein interior are the source of dipole-generated electric fields.18, 20, 23-26 The first 

examples involving donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) systems, where the bridges are a 
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polypeptide helices, illustrate a means for investigating CT kinetics for solution-based 

homogeneous conditions.20 Employing self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of polypeptide 

helices on conducting surfaces furthers the field to exploration of interfacial CT.23 

incorporating the similar helix SAMs in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) electrical junctions 

opens doors for bringing the field to CTr systems and device engineering.27-28

While protein helices encompass the best examples for molecular electrets, they do 

not mediate electron transfer efficiently along their backbones at distances exceeding 2 or 2.5 

nm.29-32 Another class of biopolymers, polynucleotides, which includes deoxyribonucleic acid 

(DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) along with their biomimetic analogue peptide nucleic 

acid (PNA), readily mediate long-range CT along stacked aromatic moieties.33-35 The charged 

backbones of DNA and RNA renders them unfeasible for electret designs. The non-charged 

PNAs have intrinsic dipoles and their strands,36 if orderly stretched, can be viewed as 

molecular electrets. Hybridization into an antiparallel double helix, which improves the CT 

capabilities of PNAs, however, cancels the oppositely oriented dipoles from the two strands. 

Accounting for the best features of biological electrets and biomolecular CT systems, 

we design bioinspired molecular electrets based on anthranilamide (Aa) motifs (Figure 1). 

Similar to protein helices, ordered amide bonds generate a macromolecular dipole. The 

hydrogen-bonding network not only supports the extended Aa conformation,37 but also 

provides a polarization that enhances the total dipole of these molecular electrets (Figure 

1a).16 Unlike the protein helices, the aromatic Aa moieties and the extended π-conjugation 

along the Aa backbone provide pathways for efficient long-range CT (Figure 1b). These 

structures illustrate the unexplored potentials of bioinspired approaches to design and 

development of electronic and energy-conversion systems. Nature, indeed, presents great 

examples for mediating efficient CT and CTr. Taking ideas from the living systems and 
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employing them in an abiotic manner different from their biological counterparts, however, 

allows for attaining properties and characteristics that exceed what nature can offer.38-45 

Herein, we review the basic concepts of CT and CTr and how they relate to dipole-

induced effects. Description of the sources of molecular dipoles and local electric fields sets 

the foundation for elaborating the concept of molecular electrets and their utility for CT and 

CTr systems. The reported dipole effects on the CT focus on field-induced modification of 

the electrochemical potentials of the participating donor and acceptor, i.e., on the dipole-

induced modulation of the CT driving forces, and hence, on the Franck-Condon contribution 

to the kinetics. When it comes to CTr molecular systems, involving MIM junctions, for 

example, the coupling between the molecule and the two electrodes can prevail the observed 

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. In analogy with CT in donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) 

conjugates, therefore, the effects of the dipoles on the molecular interfaces with the 

conducting substrates can most noticeably affect the I-V behavior of the junction, especially 

for off-resonance CTr regime. Overall, the D-B-A systems, incorporating molecular electrets, 

are excellent tools for discovery and understanding of structure-function relationships about 

dipole effects on CT, which proves important for furthering the basic science of electron 

donor-acceptor interactions. Concurrently, molecular and organic electrical CTr junctions, 

comprising electret films, provide some of the best paths for bringing this knowledge to the 

realms of applied science and engineering.        
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2. Basic concepts

Charge transfer (CT) encompasses a transition between two defined (electronic) states 

that have distinctly different charge distribution.  As a subset of CT, electron transfer (ET) 

involves movement of negative charges, i.e., of electrons (e-), while the changes in the 

nuclear geometry are small to negligible.  Conversely, movement of the positively charged 

nuclei, such as protons (H+), represents another type of CT, e.g., proton transfer (PT). To 

preserve electroneutrality, frequently PT and ET occur in a concerted step, i.e., as a proton-

coupled electron transfer (PCET).46-47 Photoexcitation that leads to opposite shifts in the pKa 

characteristics of two neighboring protonatable sites can lead to excited state proton transfer 

(ESPT).48-49 

ET occurs between an electron donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A). Transferring n 

electrons from a donor to an acceptor causes a positive shift in the charge of the donor and a 

negative shift in the charge of the acceptor:

Dx-Ay  Dx+n-Ay-n (ET) (1a)

Where x and y are the charges of the donor and the acceptor, respectively, prior to ET. These 

changes in the charge states of the participating moieties make ET immensely susceptible to 

the local electric fields and to the solvating environment. 

For successful ET, the reduction potential of the oxidation of the donor, , 𝐸 (0)
D𝑥+ 𝑛|D𝑥

should be smaller, i.e., more negative, than the reduction potential of the reduction of the 

acceptor, . For the opposite case, i.e., when , photoexcitation of the 𝐸 (0)
A𝑦|A𝑦 ‒ 𝑛 𝐸 (0)

D𝑥+ 𝑛|D𝑥> 𝐸 (0)
A𝑦|A𝑦 ‒ 𝑛

donor or the acceptor generates a locally excited (LE) state, analogous to an exciton, on the 

donor or the acceptor. This photoexcitation provides a means for initiating single-electron CT 
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(i.e., n = 1, eq. 1a) because the LE state of the donor oxidizes at a more negative reduction 

potential than its ground state; while the reduction of the LE state of the acceptor occurs at a 

more positive potential than its ground state. For such photoinduced electron transfer (PET) 

to be thermodynamically possible, the energy level of the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) of the donor should be above that of the acceptor. Concurrently, the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the donor should also be above that of the acceptor. 

Dx-Ay  Dx*-Ay  Dx+1-Ay-1 (PET) (1b)

Dx-Ay  Dx-Ay*  Dx+1-Ay-1 (PET) (1c)

The accepted convention for standard electrochemical potentials is to report them as 

reduction potentials.50 Namely,  represents the one-electron reduction of the acceptor, 𝐸 (0)
A𝑦/A𝑦 ‒ 1

Ay + e–  Ay-1, and corresponds the energy level of its LUMO. For the donor,  𝐸 (0)
D𝑥+ 1/D𝑥

corresponds to the energy level of its HOMO, and represents the reduction of its oxidized 

form, Dx+1 + e–  Dx. That is,  is a reduction potential of the oxidation of the donor. 𝐸 (0)
D𝑥+ 1/D𝑥

The reduction and oxidation potentials of the same process can have opposite signs, 

depending on the reference.51 This convention for using reduction potentials for representing 

electrochemical potentials causes two potential “confusions.” (1) While the reduction 

potentials linearly relate to the energy levels of the frontier orbitals, this relationship has 

inverse proportionality. Lowering the energy levels of the orbitals makes the species better 

electron acceptors and easier to reduce. Hence, as the energies of the frontier orbitals become 

more negative, the reduction potentials become more positive.50 (2) The broadly used 

designation of the electrochemical potentials places the oxidized over the reduced form, i.e., 

, which seems to represent the oxidation process of the redox couple, Red  Ox + e–. 𝐸 (0)
Ox/Red

When adding, rather than subtracting, the logarithmic term in the Nernst equation for a half-
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cell reaction, the activity of the oxidized form is in the numerator and the activity of the 

reduced form – in the denominator. Conversely, the convention for representing an 

electrochemical cell places the anode on the left and the cathode on the right side with the 

elections flowing from left to right through the external connectors. Therefore, for the 

cathode, along with the half-cell reduction, the oxidized species are on the left-hand side and 

the reduced – on the right, i.e., Ox|Red. Using slashes instead of vertical lines in the 

designations of electrochemical and electronic devices is not uncommon and it seems to 

validate the use of  for reduction potentials. Strictly speaking, however, the reduction 𝐸 (0)
Ox/Red

potentials should be represented as either  or .𝐸 (0)
Red/Ox 𝐸 (0)

Ox|Red

Rehm-Weller equation provides a facile means for quantifying the driving force of 

PET, expressed as the negative of the change in the Gibbs free energy, -ΔGET
(0), in terms of 

experimentally measurable quantities:52-53

GET

0   F E
Dx1|Dx

0  E
Ay |Ay1

0  E 00 GS W (2a)

Where E00 is the zero-to-zero energy, i.e., the excitation energy, of the donor or the acceptor; 

the Born solvation term, ΔGS,54 accounts for the variations in the solvation energy of the 

oxidized and reduced forms of the donor and the acceptor due to differences in the media for 

which the reduction potentials and E00 are estimated;53 and W represents the donor-acceptor 

Coulomb interaction before and after PET.55 For one-electron ET processes:53

GS 
qe

2

80

2x 1

rD

1


 1

D











2y1

rA

1


 1

A



















 (2b)
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Where qe is the electron charge; x and y are charge of the donor and the acceptor (eq. 1); rD 

and rA are the effective radii of the donor and the acceptor, respectively;56 εD and εA are the 

relative dielectric constants of the media for which the reduction potential of the donor and 

the acceptor, respectively, are recorded; and ε0 is the dielectric constant of the media for PET 

and for which E00 is estimated.  

W 
y x 1 qe

2

40RDA

(2c)

Where RDA is the center-to-center distance between the donor and the acceptor. 

The Rehm-Weller equation provides thermodynamic considerations. It allows for 

testing if the photoinduced CT processes are possible and what the energy losses for the 

transition from the LE to CT states are. For evaluating the efficiency of CT and how it 

competes with other processes occurring in parallel, it is essential to resort to kinetic analysis. 

Marcus transition state theory provides a means for evaluating the rate constants, kET, of ET:57

kET 
4 2

h
Hif

2
FCWD GET

0 ,  (3a) 

Where the coupling between the initial (ground or LE) state and the final (CT) state, Hif, 

represents the donor-acceptor electronic coupling; the Franck-Condon weighted density of 

states (FCWD), i.e., the nuclear contribution to the kinetics, accounts for the overlap and 

density of vibrational states at the transition state; and h is the Planck constant, introducing 

the fundamental frequency. Prior knowledge of the driving force and the reorganization 

energy, λ , allows for estimating FCWD. For non-adiabatic processes, Marcus-Hush 

formalism represents eq. 3a as an Arrhenius-type expression in terms of the transition-state 
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energy, ΔG†, where FCWD  exp(-ΔG† / kBT) and ΔG† = (ΔGET
(0) + λ )2 / 4λ , kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and kBT, thus, is the thermal energy:58-59

kET 
4 2

h
Hif

2 1

4kBT
e

GET

0  2
4kBT (3b)

   

For certain non-adiabatic systems, eq. 3b tends to underestimate kET.60-61 The 

Gaussian expression for FCWD(ΔGET
(0), λ) in eq. 3b accounts for the distribution of only 

low-frequency modes, the energy levels of which are close enough to one another to allow for 

treating them as a quasi-continuum density of states. To address this classical limitation, 

Jortner introduced high-frequency modes to FCWD, which requires the consideration of 

quantum-mechanical nuclear tunneling. Substantial contributions of such tunneling to the ET 

kinetics lead to larger values of kET than what eq. 3b can yield. The semi-classical Marcus-

Levich-Jortner formalism expands the FCWD factor in terms of the ET driving force, the 

reorganization energy, and a high-energy vibrational frequency, νC, important for the CT 

process:7, 62-63 

kET 
4 2

h
Hif

2 eSC

4kBT

SC

j

j!
e

GET

0 m jhC 2
4kBT

j0



 (3c)

Where λm is the media, or outer-sphere, reorganization energy, i.e., λm = γ ((2rD)-1 + (2rA)-1 - 

RDA
-1) qe

2 (4πε0)-1 and γ  accounts for the Born solvation energy originating from the 

orientational, Pμ, and vibrational/nuclear, Pν, polarization of the solvent, γ = (n-2 - ε-1);64-65 

SC is the Huang-Rhys factor, SC = λi (hνC)-1; λi is the inner-sphere reorganization energy; and 
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the frequency ν C represents either a single vibrational mode, or be an average of the 

frequencies of several modes. While this single-mode semi-classical model (eq. 3c) accounts 

only for one high frequency, its relative simplicity makes it an important tool for analysis of 

ET processes. 

Considering that the lifetimes of LE states of good photosensitizers are between sub-

nano to microseconds, kET should be at least 106 s-1, and ideally exceed 1010 s-1, for attaining 

efficient photoinduced CT. It places limits on the feasible range of non-adiabatic CT since Hif 

tends to decrease exponentially with the donor-acceptor distances.

When the donor and the acceptor are not charged, i.e., x = y = 0, ET leads to charge 

separation (CS). That is, an electron moves from the donor to the acceptor leaving a positive 

charge, i.e., a hole (h+), behind. ET, or PET specifically, leads to separating a positive from a 

negative charge:

D-A  D+-A- (CS) (4a)   

D-A  D*-A  D+-A- (photoinduced CS) (4b)   

D-A  D-A*  D+-A- (photoinduced CS) (4c)   

Photoinduced CS (eq. 4b,c) is referred to as exciton dissociation in solid-state physics. 

Charge recombination (CR) encompasses the back ET that brings the CT state to the ground 

state: 

D+-A-  D-A (CR) (4d)   

 

The concept of charge separation is not limited to non-charged donors and 

acceptors.60, 66-67 ET leads to a positive shift in the charge of the donor and negative shift in 
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the charge of the acceptor (eq. 1). Regardless the initial changes of the CT moieties, during 

PET the LE state or the exciton dissociates to place an electron on the acceptor and a hole 

(i.e., a positive charge) on the donor (eq. 1b,c). Therefore, PET leads to separation of the 

charges composing the excitons, that is, to CS. 

At a supramolecular and mesoscopic scales, CS can take on a different connotation. 

For bulkheterojunction (BHJ) media, for example, a CS state comprises an electron and a 

hole that are sufficiently separated and/or energetically rich to prevent attractive 

interactions,68 i.e., the emphasis is on “separation” in the term “charge separation.” 

Conversely, a CT state in BHJ is Coulombically trapped at the interface between the donor 

and the acceptor media and can undergo efficient CR.69-70

When the donor and/or the acceptor are singly charged, CS can shift or completely 

remove their charges, which presents interesting sets of CT cases. If the donor is negatively 

charged or the acceptor is positively charged, ET leads to charge shift (CSh).71 Specifically, 

when CS places a positive charge on a donor that has a single negative charge, the donor 

becomes non-charged. Similarly, CS converts a positively charged acceptor into a non-

charged moiety. When CS eliminates the charge of a donor or an acceptor, while placing a 

charge on a non-charged acceptor or donor, respectively, the net result is CSh, i.e., a shift of 

the positive charge of the acceptor to the donor (for x = 0 and y = 1, eq. 1), or of the negative 

charge of the donor to the acceptor (for x = -1 and y = 0, eq. 1):

D--A  D-A- (CSh) (5a)   

D-A+  D+-A (CSh) (5b)   

D--A  (D-)*-A  D-A- (photoinduced CSh) (5c)   

D--A  D--A*  D-A- (photoinduced CSh) (5d)   

D-A+  D*-A+  D+-A (photoinduced CSh) (5e)   
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D-A+  D-(A+)*  D+-A (photoinduced CSh) (5f)   

 

A special case encompasses CT systems with negatively charged donor (such as 

phenolate, x = -1) and positively charged acceptor (such as acridinium, y = 1) where CS leads 

to eliminating of the charges of both the donor and the acceptor. That is, CS, involving ET 

from the donor to the acceptor, causes charge annihilation (CA) leading to a non-charged CT 

state: 

    

D--A+  D-A (CA) (5g)   

D--A+  (D-)*-A+  D-A (photoinduced CA) (5h)

D--A+  D--(A+)*  D-A (photoinduced CA) (5i)

CA differs from CR (eq. 4d). While CA leads to a CT state, CR involves a transition from a 

CT to the ground state.

The strict requirement for electroneutrality, however, places a question of what CSh 

processes truly are. The definition of CSh and CA is based on the charge states of the donor 

and the acceptor before and after ET. Charged species, however, cannot exist free without 

counterions around them, especially when in non-polar media. Therefore, CSh processes 

moving a positive charge from the acceptor to the donor (eq. 5e,f) technically lead to CS of 

the positive charge from the counter-anions next to the acceptor. Similarly, CSh from a 

negatively charged donor (eq. 5c,d) results in CS of the negative charge from the counter-

cations in the vicinity the donor. Furthermore, considering the presence of counterions makes 

it quite reasonable to classify CA as CS (eq. 4d), i.e., the annihilation of the charges of the 

donor and the acceptor leaves counter-cations around the donor and counter-anions around 

the acceptor. This view of CSh and CA as CS when considering all charges around the CT 
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conjugates is especially pronounced for viscous media that impedes the migration of ions and 

makes the reorganization of their distribution considerably slower than the ET processes. 

Indeed, a consequent movement of the counterions to preserve the electroneutrality 

contributes to the reorganization energy and dynamics, affecting the kinetics of CT. 

Are there truly genuine CSh processes? After all, the first experimental demonstration 

of the Marcus inverted region utilized CSh kinetics.72-74 Indeed, starting with non-charged CT 

conjugates always helps. The first step, however, requires charging one of the moieties of 

such non-charged conjugates. That is, oxidizing the acceptor or reducing the donor initiates 

ET from the donor to the acceptor and shifts of the generated charge within the CT conjugate. 

The initial generation of the charge on the donor or the acceptor, however, generates also a 

counter charge next to it. If the counter-charge species are unstable, decompose and dissipate 

away fast enough, they leave a singly charged donor-acceptor conjugate to undergo CSh. If 

the counter-charge lingers, the CSh becomes CS. Arbitrarily, therefore, when most studies 

refer to CSh, they focus on the shift of positive or negative charges solely within the donor-

acceptor conjugates. 

While considering counterions and solvation may blur the definitions of CS, CSh and 

CA, the local fields within and around the solvation cavities of the donor and the acceptor 

profoundly affect the CT dynamics. That is, the kinetics of CSh involving CT between 

charged and non-charged moieties (eq. 5a-f), differs from the CS kinetics between non-

charged donors and acceptors (eq. 4a-c). Despite the electroneutrality, the field gradients in 

the vicinity of solvated non-charged moieties and of charge moieties with their counterions 

are profoundly different. For example, the higher frequency of the solvent phonons around 

charged moieties, in comparison with that around non-charged donors and acceptors, strongly 

affects the CT dynamics.75 Adding permanent dipoles to the donor-acceptor conjugates in 
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order to modulate the profiles of the local electric fields sets an important multifaceted 

paradigm for controlling CT dynamics that still remains largely unexplored.   

Solvatochromism provides a potential means for discerning CS from CSh should the 

donor-acceptor conjugates exhibit CT absorption and emission bands. Regardless the charge 

states of donor and the acceptor, CS changes the dipole moments of the CT conjugates. The 

Onsager solvation energy of dipolar species,76 therefore, governs the relaxation upon the 

transitions: (1) from the Franck-Condon excited state to the CT state, and (2) from the 

Franck-Condon ground state (after radiative deactivation from the CT state) to the ground 

state minimum. Stokes’ shift, , between the LE absorption and the CT emission, thus, Δ𝜈
corresponds to the change in the dipole moment resultant from CS. As depicted by the 

Lippert-Mataga-Ooshika formalism,  is linearly proportional to the Onsager polarity Δ𝜈
function, ΔfO(ε ,n2), and the slope quantifies the difference between the electric dipole 

moments of the ground and the excited state, Δμ:77-79

(6)

Where R is the radius of the donor-acceptor conjugate, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed 

of light, ΔfO(ε,n2) = fO(ε) – fO(n2), where fO(ж) = 2(ж – 1)/(2ж + 1), and  is the Stokes’ Δ𝜈0
shift for a non-polar medium with ΔfO(ε,n2) = 0. The Onsager solvation function ΔfO(ε,n2) 

eliminates the contribution of the electronic polarization of the solvent, fO(n2), from the total 

one, fO(ε); thus, ΔfO(ε,n2) depicts the solvation due to the orientational and vibrational modes 

of the media. While the Lippert-Mataga-Ooshika formalism has proven beneficial for 

analysis of CS processes,80-81 it is based on several key assumptions: (1) the dipoles of the 

ground and the CT state have the same orientation; (2) the donor-acceptor conjugate is in a 
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spherical solvation cavity with a radius R (eq. 6); (3) the contributions from the polarizability 

of the solvated conjugate is negligible; and (4) the solvent is a continuum with a bulk 

refractive index, n, and a static dielectric constant, ε , and its molecular-level interactions 

with the solvated species are negligible.      

On the other hand, CSh involves a movement of a charge (or of a charge and a 

counterion). If CSh causes a minimum dperturbation in the dipole moment of the donor-

acceptor conjugate, Born solvation energy, which depends inversely on the size of the ion,54 

should dominate the stabilization or the destabilization of the CT excited state. For example, 

if CT involves a shift of a positive charge from a small acceptor to a large donor, or of a 

negative charge from a small donor to a large acceptor, the energies of the ground and the LE 

state will be more sensitive to solvent polarity than the energy of the CT state. For such cases, 

polar medium stabilizes the ground and the LE state more than the CT state. Therefore, an 

increase in solvent polarity causes hypsochromic shifts in the CT absorption and emission 

without significantly perturbing the LE spectral bands.71 Conversely, the CT spectral shifts 

will be bathochromic when CSh involves transfer of electron or hole from a larger to smaller 

moieties. When the donor and the acceptor have a similar size, the CT bands will manifest 

negligible solvatochromism. Overall, employing general solvation models, such as the Born-

Kirkwood-Onsager ones,82 for the analysis of solvatochromism and solvatofluorochromism 

of CT absorption and emission offers a promising potential for determining the CS vs. the 

CSh character of ET processes.   

The initial PET step is of upmost importance for conversion of light into electrical 

energy. A means for attaining long-range CT, i.e., driving the photogenerated charge carriers 

a few nanometers away from the location of the LE state, proves significant. While increasing 

the distance between the donor and the acceptor increases the distance of PET, it also 

decreases the strength of the electronic coupling between them and decreases the rates of CT. 
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The distance dependence of the CT kinetics strongly depends on the bridging media between 

the donor and the acceptor. If in a donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) system, the electron 

directly tunnels from the donor to the acceptor, the CT rates decrease exponentially with 

distance. Indeed, such a superexchange mechanism involving e- tunneling along virtual states 

of the bridge has inherent length limitations for its efficiency (Figure 2a). 

Bridging media that can host charges and provides pathways for a sequence of short 

but efficient tunneling steps allows for overcoming the distance limitations for long-range 

CT. For example, bridging units, with their LUMOs below the LUMO of the donor and 

above the LUMO of the acceptor, provide pathways for long-range CT via electron hopping 

(Figure 2c). That is, the LE donor reduces the bridging moiety next to it, injecting an electron 

in its LUMO. The electron migrates along the LUMOs of the other bridge components until it 

reaches the acceptor. Conversely, a bridge with HOMOs below the HOMO of the donor but 

above the HOMO of the acceptor, can mediate long-range CT via hole hopping following the 

photoexcitation of the acceptor (Figure 2d). The LE acceptor can extract an electron from a 

neighboring bridge moiety to generate a vacancy or hole, h+, on it. Another electron from a 

different bridge residue moves to the vacancy, and thus h+ moves further away from the 

reduced acceptor. After a series of such ET steps along the HOMOs of electron-rich bridge 

units, the hole reaches the donor. That is, in such hole hopping, an electron from the donor 

does not physically move to the acceptor.

Overall, the process involves a series of short shifts of electrons between HOMOs of 

the D-B-A system that results in a long-range hole transfer (HT). In analogy, a single-step 

CT, involving electron tunneling from the HOMO of a donor to the HOMO of LE acceptor, is 

occasionally referred to as hole tunneling and hole transfer (Figure 2b). Long-range CT 

occurring via electron or hole hopping involves initial CS followed by a sequence of CSh 

steps. 
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The rates of CT occurring via electron hopping or hole hopping have negligible 

distance dependence. Therefore, such incoherent mechanism involving hopping provides a 

superb efficiency for long-range CT, exceeding a few nanometers, in comparison with a 

single concerted tunneling or superexchange ET step. 

Charge transfer, CT, involves transitions between well-defined single states. 

Conversely, transitions of electrons or holes between media with multiple states, such as 

conductors and semiconductors, are representative of charge transport (CTr). In biology, ion 

transport is another type of CTr that is crucially important for vitality of cells.83-84 Similar to 

the bridge in a D-B-A system, the media between two metallic or semiconductor surfaces can 

provide pathways for electron tunneling (Figure 3a). Such CTr mechanism encompasses off-

resonance electron transport or hole transport depending if it involves transitions from the 

conduction or the valence bands, respectively.85 In contrast, on-resonance CTr involves 

electron or hole hopping along sites in the media connecting the conducting or 

semiconducting surfaces (Figure 3b,c). While rate constants and -ΔG(0) are features of CT 

processes, electrical currents and potentials are a principal means for characterizing CTr.   

The different types of CT lead to either generating charges or changing the position of 

charges in D-A and D-B-A conjugates. The orientation or the magnitude of the dipole 

moments of the CT states is different from that of the LE and the ground states. Therefore, 

electric fields affect the rates of CT mediated by D-A pairs or by D-B-A conjugates. Stark 

effects, attributed to Johannes Stark,86-87 reflect the manner in which external electric fields 

affect the electronic and spectral properties of molecular systems, encompassing effects on 

the CT characteristics of D-A and D-B-A samples.88 Unless controlled using self-assembly, 

the orientation of the CT conjugates in such samples is random, making it challenging to 

interpret spectral Stark-effect data.88 
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Local electric fields, originating from dipoles with fixed orientations in relation to the 

CT systems, offer an attractive alternative. Constructs with permanent dipole moments, 

which are components of D-B-A systems, provide an excellent means for introducing local 

electric fields and shaping them in accordance with the needed direction of CT. That is, such 

dipolar conjugates allow for exploring Stark effects at a molecular and nanometer scales.

How do electric fields affect the rates of CT? An electric field oriented along the axis 

connecting the donor and the acceptor alters the difference between their reduction potentials, 

changing the ET driving force, -ΔGET
(0) (eq. 2a). A permanent electric dipole pointing from 

the donor to the acceptor stabilizes the CT state, increasing -ΔG(0) of CS and decreasing -

ΔG(0) of CR (eq. 4). Thus, such a dipole orientation increases the rates of CS and CR, if CS is 

in the Marcus normal region and the CR in the inverted region. A dipole oriented from the 

acceptor to the donor exerts an opposite effect. The direction of an electric dipole is from its 

negative to its positive pole.89 This field effect on the CT driving force, i.e., on the nuclear or 

the Franck-Condon component of the CT kinetics (eq. 3), encompasses the most widely 

accepted notion of how dipoles affect ET.21, 90 

As evident from observed Stark effects on vibrational transitions,91-92 electric dipoles, 

and the local fields they generate, have the potential to affect the reorganization energy for 

CT processes. Although unexplored, such field effects on the reorganization energy offer an 

alternative means for modifying the Franck-Condon component of CT kinetics. 

 In addition to the Franck-Condon considerations, the CT kinetics strongly depends on 

the electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor, i.e., on how well the LE or the 

ground state is coupled with the CT state. Field-induced changes in the electron distribution 

of the frontier orbitals can alter the donor-acceptor electronic coupling. This field effect 

reveals the manner in which dipoles can affect the electronic component of the CT kinetics. 
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Separate exploration of the different dipole effects on individual aspects of the CT 

rates is, indeed, plausible via careful design of D-A and D-B-A systems. Synergy between the 

different aspects of dipole effects on the CT kinetics, however, presents promising and 

immensely attractive ways for controlling CT and optimization of CT systems. As we 

demonstrated, dipole effects on the nuclear component of the CT kinetics tend to be prevalent 

for processes with relatively small driving forces, such as CS.61 Conversely, for CT processes 

with relatively large -ΔG(0), such as CR, the donor-acceptor electronic coupling dominates 

over the effects on the nuclear component of the kinetics.61 

For CTr through dielectric media, the dipole effects are analogous to those for CT. 

Dipolar molecules on the surfaces of a semiconductor affects its ionization energy.93-94 For 

molecular species placed between two electrodes, asymmetries in coupling with the two 

conducting surfaces can exert dominating effects on the performance of such junctions 

frequently seen as rectification behavior in their I-V curves. The I-V curves show the 

variations in current in response to applied voltage to the device termini; and rectification, R, 

represents differences in the absolute magnitude of the current when reversing the polarity of 

the voltage, i.e., R = lg(|I(V)| / |I(-V)|). Therefore, non-zero R indicates for a preferred 

directionality of the transport of the charge carriers. Indeed, the design and development of 

heterogeneous multi-scale systems, with incorporated dipole-generated local electric fields 

for controlling CTr, have immediate practical implications. Conversely, exploration of dipole 

effects on CT mediated in D-A and D-B-A conjugates, frequently introduced in solution-

phase as homogeneous samples, including in viscous and solid solvents,95-98 provides a means 

for discovery, understanding and unequivocal characterization of new phenomena and 

structure-function relationships. That is, while studies on CT are key for advancing the field 

and the fundamental knowledge of dipole-induced phenomena, transferring this knowledge to 

CTr provides crucial routes for pushing the frontiers of electronic and energy engineering.
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3. Sources of dipoles for controlling charge transfer

Structural asymmetry that leads to separating the centers of the positive and negative 

charges results in electric dipole moments. Indeed, the nuclear geometry defines the center of 

the positive charges, and the electron density distribution – the center of the negative charges. 

The amount of charge displaced from each other and the distance of the displacement 

determines the magnitude of dipoles, quantified as charge times distance or Debyes (D), i.e., 

1 D ≈ 0.208 e Å ≈ 3.34 × 10–30 C m. While the dipole magnitude is a scalar, the dipole 

moment itself is a vector quantity showing the direction of the charge displacement. Despite 

some discrepancies in the physics and chemistry literature, the direction of electric dipoles is 

from the negative to the positive center of charges.89

Introducing dipoles in CT systems can be as simple as preferential adsorption of 

ions,99 and as complex as multi-scale assemblies of elaborate three-dimensional structures 

with well-defined orientation of polar groups.100 In the organic and bioorganic molecular 

realm, many conjugates tend to be polar. After all, living systems are based on low symmetry 

and high entropy. Polar molecules intrinsically have dipole moments. Dipole moments are 

characteristic for the simplest of molecules such as hydrofluoric acid, and for some of the 

biologically-originated complex structures such as protein helices.101-103 

Strength of dipoles depend on the electronegativity of the atoms, on the bonding 

patterns between them, and on their spatial arrangement. Polar functional groups, attached to 

non-polar molecular species provide some of the simplest means for introducing molecular 

dipoles to CT systems and exploring the effects of the fields they generate.104-105 Self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkyls terminated with dipolar moieties modulate the 

electronic and interfacial CT properties of materials and devices. Changes in the work 
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function of metal conductors coated with such dipole-containing SAMs is one of the most 

apparent effects.106 The flexibility of the alkyl termini in the SAMs, however, can prevent co-

directional packing of the polar groups due to dipole-dipole interactions.107 Large polar 

moieties that pack well, such as perfluorinated segments of the alkyl chain, can address this 

issue.106, 108 SAMs of rigid molecular moieties, in which the polar groups attached to them or 

incorporated in them with fixed directions, provide attractive alternatives.109-111 Many of 

these rigid structures are linked aromatics with extended π-conjugation.

Small aromatic molecules with electron-donating or electron-withdrawing groups are 

invaluable for modulating materials properties without compromising the efficiency of 

interfacial CT. The functional groups polarize aromatic rings making them electron rich or 

electron deficient. Such polarization produces electric dipoles. For example, placing an amine 

on a phenyl results in a molecular dipole of about 3 D, and a nitro group – in a dipole of 

about 4 D with opposite orientation.93-94 Employing such small dipolar derivatives as surface 

ligands alter the electronic properties of quantum dots (QDs). Electric dipoles pointing 

toward the surface of a QD (the positive pole of the dipole pointing toward a chalcogenide 

QD when using 4-nitrothiophenol, for example) increases its ionization energy, i.e., lowers 

the energy of the quantum confined bands of the nanomaterial.93-94 Conversely, ligands with 

electric dipoles pointing away from the QD surface, such as 4-aminothiophenol attached to 

CdSe, lifts the energy levels of the QD frontier orbitals / confined bands, as reveled by the 

shifts in the QD electrochemical reduction potentials.93 Indeed, the extent of this dipole effect 

depends on the packing density of the orientation of the surface ligands, and on the size and 

the chemical composition of the QDs. Examples with CdSe nanomaterials show shifts of 0.5 

eV in the energy levels of the QD bands when the dipole of the small aromatic ligands varies 

over 4.6 D.93 Similarly, varying the molecular dipoles of the aromatic ligands over 6.2 D, 

causes 0.7-eV shift in the energy of the valence band (VB) of PbS QDs.94 As an alternative, 
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temporal dipoles from excited-state polarization, involving small organic ligands on QD 

surfaces, also affects CT kinetics and device performance.112  

The surface dipoles appear to have a small effect on the bandgap of the 

nanomaterials.94 It is not clear if this effect results from differences induced by the dipoles on 

the valence and conduction bands of the QDs, or differences in electronic conjugation with 

the coating ligands. The electron-donating and withdrawing functional groups have different 

balance between the inductive and mesomeric effects on the aromatic rings. Therefore, 

difference in long-range electronic coupling between the QD orbitals and the electron-

donating and withdrawing groups attached to the distal positions of the aromatic rings can 

affect the bandgaps of the semiconducting material. Specifically, narrowing of the QD 

bandgap when the functional group on the ligand changes from methyl to nitro illustrates 

improved stabilization of VB in comparison with the conduction band (CB).94 

Pairing electron donors and acceptors, by bridging them with π-conjugated systems, 

forms push-pull class of compounds.113 Retinal activation during the photodetection 

occurring in our eyes, utilizes such push-pull configuration.114 Improvement of photovoltaic 

(PV) devices can benefit from employing push-pull strategies. The push-pull geometry yields 

in a dipole moment facilitating the preference in the directionality of ET or HT event. For 

electron donors and acceptors, usually, push-pull macromolecules comprise electron-donating 

and electron-withdrawing groups, such as amines and nitro groups, respectively, attached to 

opposite sides of aromatic or other π-conjugated system. Varying the electron donating and 

withdrawing strengths of these groups results in ground-state permanent dipole moments 

readily exceeding 5 D.115 These dipoles point from the electron-withdrawing to the electron-

donating groups. Push-pull complexes can, indeed, affect HT and ET kinetics when 

incorporated in CT pathways. Aligning the push-pull dipoles with the direction of CT 

accelerates it or slows it down depending on their orientation, i.e., leading to CT rectification.
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Zwitterionic π-conjugates derivatives present another important class of compounds 

that can provide permanent dipole moments for controlling charge transfer and charge 

transport.100 Such zwitterions are a subclass of push-pull complexes where the positively 

charge moieties act as an electron-withdrawing acceptors, and the negatively charged ones as 

donors. Junctions containing such zwitterioninc species manifest rectifying characteristics.100 

A principal challenge with using charged species to define field effects on CT is the 

dynamics of the counterions that can be potentially present. While a zwitterion does not 

require counterions, they are inherent components of compounds with a net-positive or net-

negative charge. Indeed, free ions can readily rearrange to screen the permanent dipoles and 

diminish their effects on CT kinetics. Furthermore, the motility of counterions affects the 

reorganization energy and the Franck-Condon component of the CT kinetics.    

4. Electrets and macromolecular dipoles

Small polar molecules and ion pairs can feasibly provide permanent electric dipoles of 

a few Debyes. Assembling polar moieties provide a means for achieving dipoles that can 

considerably exceed 10 D. Such assemblies have additive effect on the resultant total dipole. 

For example, the total dipole of a stack of polar groups oriented in the same direction is the 

sum of the dipoles of the comprising moieties (Figure 4). Separated charge, q, times the 

distance of the separation, d, quantifies the magnitude of a dipole: 

μ = q d (7a) 

In a stacked geometry of identical polar groups, each with a dipole of μi = qi di, the total 

distance of charge separation, d, is equal to that of the individual comprising dipoles, i.e., d = 
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di. In such assembly, however, each polar group adds to the total amount of separated charge, 

i.e., q = Σi qi. Therefore, the total dipole of the stacked assembly is the sum of the dipoles of 

the comprising polar moieties (Figure 4b), i.e., 

μ = d Σi qi = Σi μi (7b)

For assemblies of polar moieties arranged in a head-to-tail manner, the charge at the 

positive pole of one dipole cancels with the negative charge of the neighboring one (Figure 

4c). As a result only two terminal charges remain uncompensated. Hence, the total amount of 

charge separated is the same as the charge displaced in each individual building block, i.e., q 

= qi. Conversely, the distance between the terminal charges of such tightly assembled head-

to-tail constructs, is the sum of the charge displacement in each individual polar moiety, i.e., 

d = Σi di. Therefore, the magnitude total dipole of this type assembly is also an additive 

quantity of the dipoles of the individual groups, i.e., 

μ = q Σi di = Σi μi (7c)

Indeed, stacked and head-to-tail assemblies of dipoles represent two extreme cases. 

They, however, illustrate the additive nature of the total intrinsic dipole moments of any 

assembly of polar groups. The vector sum of the dipoles of the comprising components 

represents the total dipole of any assembly, i.e.,

μ =  Σi μi (7d)
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In analogy with magnets, electrets are such systems comprising ordered electric 

dipole moments. Oriented-dipole electrets refer to the assemblies of polar groups (Figures 1a, 

4b and 4c). Conversely, (real-)charge electrets encompass ions or other charged moieties 

(1) assembled as layers on surfaces, generating dipoles across the interface, forming surface-

charge electrets, or (2) displaced in the bulk of dielectric materials, forming space-charge 

electrets. To avoid the challenges with the motility of free ions and counterions, non-charged 

electrets, i.e., oriented-dipole electrets, present the preferred alternative for CT systems. 

Biology offers some of the best examples for macromolecular electrets. As molecular 

electrets, protein α-helices have intrinsic dipole moments that amount to 5 D per residue 

originating from co-directional orientation of the peptide bonds, i.e., the amides connecting 

the neighboring residues, as well as of the hydrogen bonds, keeping the secondary structure 

intact. 

The magnitude and direction of protein dipoles was not confidently determined until 

the advent of X-ray crystallography. The dipole of a protein depends on three components: 

(1) the fixed surface charges, (2) the core polar residues mainly the amide bonds, and (3) the 

fluctuation of proton movement.116

In protein α-helices, each amide bond contributes about 3.4 – 3.7 D to the total dipole. 

The polarization due to hydrogen bonding points from the hydrogens to the oxygens, which is 

consistent with the negatively charged electron pair shifting toward the hydrogen. Hence, 

each hydrogen bond connecting neighboring helix loops adds about 1.5 – 1.7 D to the total 

dipole,117 resulting in a total of about 5.2 D per amino acid.90 For example, the dipole from 

four amino acids in a peptide α-helix, i.e., from a single turn, amounts to about 20 D. Other 

helical secondary structures of native α-L-amino acids also possess substantial intrinsic 

dipole moments.90 Similar to the α-helix, the tightly folded conformer, 310-helix, has a dipole 

of 4.6 D per residue.90 The nomenclature 310 indicates three residues per a turn with 10 bonds 
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making the complete loop between two neighboring hydrogen bonds connecting the turns. In 

fact, the α-helix is 3.613-helix. The polyprolines, however, do not have a hydrogen-bonding 

network because they only comprise tertiary amides along their backbone. Change in the 

peptide bonds in polyprolines from E to Z, can change the type of helical conformation and 

flips the direction of the total intrinsic dipole, i.e., polyproline type I (PPI) has a dipole of -4.1 

D per residue, and type II (PPII) – of 1.5 D per residue or less.90 The other most abundant 

secondary structure of proteins, β-sheets, does not possess a considerable electric dipole, i.e., 

0.25 D per residue, because the configuration of the amide and hydrogen bonds causes their 

dipoles to cancel out, i.e., the sum of the vectors of the comprising dipoles (eq. 7d) is close to 

zero. 

In the PPI structure, the amide carbonyls are parallel to the helix axis with their 

oxygens oriented toward the N-terminus. It results in the large PPI dipole pointing from the 

N- to the C-terminus.118 In the PPII secondary structure, on the other hand, the carbonyls are 

almost perpendicular to the helix axis, resulting in a relatively small total dipole. A slight tilt 

in the amide bonds, however, can switch the direction of the helix dipole, which reflects the 

opposing reports on this electronic feature of PPII.90, 118 

While protein helices are excellent sources for molecular dipoles, their backbones do 

not efficiently mediate long-range ET or HT. Conversely, the π-stacked electron-rich 

nucleobases in DNA double helices provide excellent pathways for long-range HT.33-34 The 

negatively charged phosphates in DNA backbones, along with the surrounding counter 

cations render these polymers impractical for electret designs. Conversely, peptide nucleic 

acid (PNA) oligomers and polymers are structurally similar to DNA biomacromolecules, 

forming double helices that can efficiently mediate HT.33, 119 Unlike DNAs, however, PNAs 

have an electrically neutral polypeptide backbone. The peptide bonds, i.e., the amides, in the 

PNA backbone produce intrinsic dipole in extended single-strand PNAs.36 Similar to 
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polypeptide α- and 310-helices, the dipole of PNAs is orientated from their C- to their N-

termini. The conformational flexibility of single-stranded PNAs compromises the electronic 

coupling between the bases and the CT pathway. Conversely, the double-stranded PNAs are 

limited to parallel, rather than antiparallel, configuration to avoid dipole cancelation.

Based on features of the different dipolar biological and biomimetic macromolecules, 

and of biopolymers that mediate long-range CT, we develop bioinspired molecular CT 

electrets that are polypeptides composed of non-native aromatic β-amino acids, i.e., 

derivatives of anthranilic acid (Figure 1a).120-126 Anthranilamide molecular electrets possess 

intrinsic dipoles, which in similarity with protein helices, originate from ordered arrangement 

of amide and hydrogen bonds (Figure 1a).15-16, 38, 61 Similar to DNAs and PNAs, these 

bioinspired electrets contain closely positioned aromatic moieties that can provide pathways 

for long-range CT (Figure 1b). The hydrogen-bonding network, along with and the preferred 

Z conformation of the amides, ensures an extended secondary structure, stretching at about 

0.45 nm per residue. Furthermore, the polarization resultant from the formation of the 

hydrogen bonds causes cumulative shift of electron density from the oxygens to the 

hydrogens and enhances the molecular dipole. Thus, each hydrogen bond contributes about 1 

D to the total dipole, while each amide – about 2 D. The extended π-conjugation along the 

backbone of the anthranilamides provides not only pathways for CT, but also certain rigidity 

of the structure. 

Each of the aromatic moieties can serve as a site where charges can reside for 

mediating long-range charge transfer via electron or hole hopping; as well as charge transport 

via on-resonance mechanism. The two side chains on the anthranilamide residues (R1 and R2, 

Figure 1a) serve a key role for (1) controlling solubility and propensity for self-assembly of 

the molecular electrets, and (2) adjusting the electronic and photonic properties of CT 

electrets. For example, electron-withdrawing or electron-donating side chains make the 
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residues electron-deficient or electron-rich, respectively, to promote ET or HT.16 Extending 

the π-conjugation over the side chains narrows the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, i.e., the 

bandgap of the electrets. Balancing between the inductive and mesomeric effect of R1 and R2 

substituents on the aromatic rings provides a means for decoupling the control over the 

energy-level of the electret residues and over the distribution of the density of the frontier π-

orbitals.123 Overall, the anthranilamide motif provides the extended π-conjugated structure 

with intrinsic permanent electric dipole, and the side chains allow for flexibility in the 

electronic and CT properties of these bioinspired molecular electrets.

5. Dipole effect on long-range charge transfer

Since the late 1950s, the idea about dipole effects on CT has gradually evolved 

through the second half of the 20th century.7, 17-19 It was in the late 1990s, however, when 

Galoppini and Fox reported the first experimental evidence about dipole-induced rectification 

of long-range CT.20-22 Using a biomimetic D-B-A construct, in which the bridge is a synthetic 

helical polypeptide, they demonstrated that the CT rates can be more than an order of 

magnitude larger when the ET direction is along the helix dipole rather than against it.20-22 

The biomimetic design introduces the electron donor and acceptor as side chains of non-

native L-alanine derivatives, six residues apart (i.e., about two helical loops) in the middle of 

14-mer polypeptides. Comparison between two basic constructs, with the acceptor closer to 

the C-terminus than the donor and vice versa, provides the best means for testing the 

dependence of the ET kinetics in comparison with the helix macrodipole. Photoexcitation of 

the acceptor induces a single-step ET from the HOMO of the donor via tunneling along the 
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polypeptide backbone. Strictly speaking, this CT process is a HT, i.e., via superexchange 

along virtual states energetically close to the HOMOs of the amide bonds.  

The CT rectification, i.e., the difference between the rates of ET along vs. against the 

dipole, shows dependence on solvent polarity.20-21, 61 While an increase in solvent polarity 

usually stabilizes the CT state and accelerates CS leading to it (eq. 4a-c), polar solvents 

screen the dipole generated-field and diminish its effect. Ultimately, the use of aqueous 

electrolyte solution as a media completely eradicates the effect of the helical dipole on CT.127 

The dependence of the CT rectification on solvent polarity appears straightforward 

considering the screening of the dipole-generated field. While it is the correct way of 

thinking, an increase in media polarity tends to enhance the dipole strength. A molecular 

dipole polarizes the solvation media around it. Aligning the solution and ion-pair dipoles, as 

much as allowed by the entropic limitations, moves the centers of the positive and negative 

charges further apart from each other, hence, increasing the magnitude of the dipole (eq. 7c). 

That is, the total amount of displaced charge is still the same, but the distance of displacement 

increases (eq. 7c). This induced polarization, referred as formation of image charges in 

electrical engineering and solid-state physics, enhances the electric field inside the solvation 

cavity, i.e., generates an Onsager field.65, 76 That is, while an increase in media polarity 

suppresses the dipole-generated field outside the solvation cavity, it enhances the field within 

the cavity. This feature reveals an important strategy for enhancing the dipole effects on CT. 

For many designs, electron donors and acceptors are attached via flexible linkers to the 

peptide helices, which are the macromolecular dipole sources. Thus, the donors, the acceptors 

and the macromolecular dipoles are in separate solvation cavities. Only the dipole field that is 

external to its cavity can affect the properties of the donor and the acceptor and have an effect 

on the CT kinetics (Figure 5a,b). The evanescent components of the wave functions of the 

donor and the acceptor, indeed, extend and overlap inside the solvation cavity of the 
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macromolecular dipole source. Unless the dipole drastically affects the polarization of these 

evanescent parts of the wave functions and their overlap depends on its orientation, the 

internal cavity field would have negligible to no effect on the CT kinetics. Conversely, 

designs involving incoherent e- or h+ hopping, or on-resonance CTr, such as molecular 

electrets based on anthranilamides (Figure 1a), permit the transferred charges to spend a 

relatively long time inside the solvation cavity (Figure 5c,d). That is, the ordered amide and 

hydrogen bonds responsible for the total dipole and the aromatic moieties mediating each 

individual CSh step are in the same solvation cavity (Figure 1b), allowing for dramatic 

additive effects on the long range CT and CTr (Figure 5b,c). For such molecular geometries, 

using the media polarity to balance the enhancement of the dipole field inside the solvation 

cavity with suppression of the field extending outside, presents unexplored means for 

contriving CT and CTr.

Following the first work from Galoppini and Fox,20-22 about every five years new sets 

of publications testify for waves of renascence of the interest in dipole effects on long-range 

CT.23, 90 With a few exceptions, all reports on this subject utilize polypeptide helices as 

sources for the macrodipoles. Detailed analysis reveals that all protein helical structures 

composed of α-L-amino acids possess substantial dipole moments aligned with the principal 

axis of the helices; and it affects differently -ΔGET
(0) of ET along or against it.90 Among these 

secondary structures, the dipole moment was greatest for the α-, 310-, and PPI helices. The 

dipole of the PPI conformers, however, is small and can be oriented in the same or opposite 

direction to that of α and 310 ones.90, 118 While the dipole affects the FC component of the ET 

kinetics by changing the driving force (eq. 2, 3), the assumed macromolecular secondary 

structure affects the donor-acceptor electronic coupling, Hif. In addition, because of the lack 

of primary of secondary amides, the polyproline helices, PPI and PPII, do not offer inter-turn 

tunneling pathways for ET via hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen-bonding network in the other 
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helical structures can prove crucial for the CT kinetics.128-130 An increase in the distance 

between the donor and the acceptor increases the dipole-induced changes in -ΔGET
(0) because 

it increases not only the magnitude of the CS dipole, but also the difference between the 

electric potential that the helix dipole exerts on the donor and on the acceptor.90 An increase 

in the donor-acceptor distance, however, decreases Hif, and causes an exponential decrease in 

kET. Therefore, balancing the distance dependence of Hif and the dipole effect on the FC 

components of the ET kinetics is essential in the design of polypeptide systems for rectifying 

CT.  

Designed fullerene-peptide-radical non-charged constructs show that the helix dipoles 

shift the reduction potentials of the donor and acceptor, and modify the rates of long-range 

CT.131 Employing a radical cation as an acceptor with a relay of two donors on PPII scaffolds 

allows for examining the effect of dipoles on two-step CSh.24, 132-133 The use of charged 

constructs involving counterions, along with the relatively small dipole of PPII, makes the 

interpretation of the CT results somewhat challenging.  Placing the non-native α-L-amino 

acids with redox-active side chains three prolines apart, i.e., on neighboring turns, allows for 

attaining CT via hole-hopping mechanism.24, 132-133 Conversely, placing redox active species 

on α-helices, as side chains of residues, one or two-turns apart from one another, does not aid 

CT and CTr.134-135 For example, CTr through assembly of polypeptide helices with and 

without ferrocene in the side chains of some of the residues show the same I-V 

characteristics, indicating for off-resonance CTr involving tunneling pathways along the 

macromolecular backbone.134 These reports illustrate the importance of the electronic 

coupling in defining the pathways of long-range CT in macromolecular systems.  

Similar to alkylthiols, polypeptide helices derivatized with sulfhydryl or thioether 

moieties at one of their termini form well packed self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on 

surfaces of coinage metals.136 Kimura utilizes such SAMs of α-helices to demonstrate the 
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dipole effect on interfacial CT between a gold electrode and liquid media.23 Such liquid 

junctions, comprising SAMs of ordered helix dipoles, rectify photocurrents.23 Using 

electrochemical analysis of such electrodes modified with SAMs of α-helices allows for 

detecting extremely slow CT processes with rate constants as small as 1 s-1.137 In addition to 

polypeptide α-helices, SAMs of oligoprolines on metal electrodes manifest similar dipole-

induced rectification of interfacial CT.138 

Some suggested mechanisms for long-range CT along the backbones of polypeptides 

of native α-L-amino acids encompass charge hopping. Electrochemistry of aliphatic amides, 

however, reveals that they oxidize irreversibly,139 i.e., placing a positive charge on a peptide 

bond, needed for accommodating hole hopping, leads to oxidative degradation. This 

instability of oxidized amides renders CT via charge hopping along polypeptide backbones 

highly impractical and implausible.  

The use of polypeptides allows for exploring functionalities of tertiary and quaternary 

structural feature by modifying their primary sequences. Specific designs of leucine zippers 

promote the selective formation of coiled coils of two, three and four α-helices, with well-

defined parallel or antiparallel orientation.140-144 Employing such coiled coil structures on 

conducting surfaces provides a means for modifying the work function and the CTr 

properties of such interfaces. Helix coiled coil dimers provide three different configurations: 

(1) parallel orientation with N-termini attached to the metal and hence with the dipoles 

pointing away from the surface; (2) parallel orientation with C-termini attached to the metal 

and the dipoles pointing to the surface; and (3) antiparallel orientation where the oppositely 

pointing dipoles in each dimer cancel.25 These three configurations results in three different 

sets of work functions of the conducting substrates. Junctions of these polypeptide surfaces, 

completed with conducting AFM tips, manifest CTr rectification and differences in their 

ohmic behavior.25 
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Despite the wealth of structural features that polypeptide offer, the limitations on the 

length of electron tunneling along their backbones presents a principal challenge for their use 

for CT systems. An alternative biopolymer, DNA, mediates efficient long-range CT via hole 

hopping, involving multiple ET steps.35, 145 While the DNAs and RNAs are charge polymers, 

PNAs offer structural features for long-range hole hopping along the π-stacked bases, and the 

amides in the backbones provide an intrinsic macromolecular dipole.36 While the dipoles of 

such single-stranded PNAs affects their CTr properties making them molecular electrets that 

can mediate long-range hole transfer and hole transport, the molecular dynamics of such 

single-strand polymers can have a prevalent effect on their CT capabilities. As an alternative, 

double-stranded PNAs have superior CT properties, even better than those of DNAs.146 The 

PNA strands, however, have to be orientated in a parallel, rather than anti-parallel, manner. 

Otherwise, the dipoles of the two strands cancel out, similar to the coiled coil protein α-

helices with antiparallel orientation. 

The intrinsic dipole by bridging conjugates with the push-pull geometry provides an 

alternative for inducing rectification of CT and CTr. Using para-aminonitrophenylene 

derivatives as push-pull moieties encompasses a relatively straightforward strategy for 

introducing dipoles within CT pathways. Such dipolar phenylenes provide not only the 

dipoles, but also the electronic coupling along the CT pathways. The dipole affects the energy 

levels of the HOMOs and the LUMOs providing a cascade configuration for electrons to 

move downward toward the acceptor and the holes – upward toward the donor.147 

Incorporating such push-pull moieties in bridges, linking photosensitizers with semiconductor 

surfaces has the potential for controlling the kinetics of the interfacial PET, which has key 

implications for solar energy conversion applications. Considerations about the morphology 

and the surface chemistry of the semiconductor, and the relatively small dipoles of push-pull 

conjugates, present challenges for obtaining the desired CT kinetic behavior.148-149
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The push-pull conjugates, cannot usually attain dipoles exceeding about 10 D over CT 

pathways distances of 1 nm or more.115 Polypeptide α-helices and other macromolecular 

structures possess dipoles exceeding 30 D for an 1-nm stretch.90 These electronic features 

demonstrate a key advantage that molecular electrets can offer. Indeed, molecular electrets 

composed of a sequence of push-pull moieties offers an attractive alternative.

6. Dipole effects in device design and engineering

Electronic devices comprising conjugated organic materials have a promising future 

as transistors150, rectifiers151, photodetectors152 and organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)153. 

In OLEDs, electrons and holes move from metal electrodes into organic materials where they 

recombine and emit light. Efficient electron injection is an important aspect of the process 

and one method of improving efficiency is to modify the Schottky energy barrier. Indeed, the 

smaller the barrier the more efficient the electron and hole injections. Modifying the 

electronic properties of materials interfaces proves immensely useful for design and 

development of devices. 

In electronic devices, local fields originating from charge misbalance are intricate for 

materials interfaces. For organic and hybrid photovoltaics, for example, such interfacial fields 

may aid the photogenerated charge carrier to escape the Coulomb traps after the exciton 

dissociation.154-156 Introducing molecular dipoles to surface designs provides a means for 

modifying the interfacial fields, i.e., enhance them, change their direction, or cancel them, 

depending on the targeted functionality.
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Placing permanent dipole on surfaces of conductors and semiconductors changes their 

effective work functions. Anchoring dipolar molecules as SAMs to a metallic substrate 

further modifies its work function due to the formation of an interfacial dipole originating 

from: (1) the push-back of the metal electrons, reducing the intrinsic interfacial dipole, and 

(2) the charge redistribution resulting from the formation of bonds between the docking 

functional group and the metal surface. For example, the intrinsic dipoles of oligopeptides 

attached to gold nanoclusters change the reduction potentials of the oxidation of the metal 

particles.157 When the dipoles point toward the gold surface they cause up to a 0.8-V positive 

shift in the reduction potentials.157 Conversely, similar polypeptides attached to mercury 

surface cause negative shifts in the reduction potential of an axillary redox pair regardless the 

orientation of their dipoles.158 This discrepancy indicates that other factors overcome the 

expected effects from the peptide dipoles.  

Adsorption of ions presents a simpler manner for generating surface dipoles in 

comparison with forming SAMs of polar molecules. Such surface-charge electrets can impact 

significantly the performance of devices. Since the first reports by Grätzel et al., dye-

sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have attracted considerable interest for their ability to convert 

solar light to electrical energy. In addition to the ruthenium-based photosensitizer, the initial 

designs employ lithium iodide as an electrolyte for the liquid junction and shuttling electrons 

from the cathode.159 Since the first reports, it has become known that additives such as 

lithium ions and 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP) affect the power-conversion efficiency of 

DSSCs.160-161 It is commonly believed that the adsorption of Li+ ions affects the band 

energies of TiO2. Incorporation of the small positive ions into the surface of the TiO2 lattice 

causes positive shift of the electrochemical potential of the semiconductor,162 and increases 

the driving force for electron injection from the photoexcited sensitizer. Indeed, the diffusion 

coefficient and the undesired CR kinetics correlates with the Li+ concentration.163-164 
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Evidences from transient absorption and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy suggest 

that improved electron injection efficiency is due to the interfacial dipole, pointing from the 

electrode to the electrolyte, originating from the lithium ions adsorbed on the titania 

nanocrystals, which in turn, facilitate exciton dissociation despite the small loss of 

photovoltage.99, 165-166 In addition to affecting liquid-junction potentials, dipoles originated 

from adsorbed cations alter the properties of junctions between solid materials. Dynamics of 

ions, responsible for the interfacial dipoles and the energy-conversion efficiency of DSSCs 

and perovskite devices, causes the hysteresis at low frequencies.167 

Surface dipoles from polar molecules attached to TiO2 tunes the band-edge energies 

of the semiconductor and modulates the electron injection rates.168 Incorporating permanent 

dipoles in CT conjugates, linking photosensitizers with the TiO2 surface, is an important 

handle for improving the performance of DSSC. Three analogous porphyrin-bridge-anchor 

derivatives, two of which contain oppositely oriented intramolecular dipoles in the bridging 

unit, provide a means for examining this concept. Comparison between assemblies of these 

conjugates on the surface of mesoporous nanoparticle ZrO2 films reveals no dipole effect on 

the electronic properties of the porphyrin.148 The dipoles of the same conjugates attached to 

TiO2 cause 200-meV shift in its bands energies. The dipole orientation, however, has no 

noticeable effect on the electron-injection rates. The relatively small magnitude of the dipoles 

in the bridging conjugates is most likely the reason for the lack of observable effect on the 

CT kinetics.149

Placing organic polar molecules, in an ordered manner, between two electrodes 

provides a means for controlling the I-V properties of the formed junctions. Molecular level 

rectification of the current is the most sought out property from such devices. These 

molecular or organic diodes mediate efficient CTr in one direction but not in the other, 

resulting in asymmetric I-V curves.    
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Metzger et al. utilize π-conjugated zwitterions as a CTr media for organic junctions.100 

Depositing monolayers or multilayers of such zwitterions between aluminum surfaces yields 

a junction that manifests superior rectifying I-V behavior.100 Placing non-charged molecules 

with dipoles ranging from 2.8 to 6.8 D between gold surface and gold nanoparticles results in 

molecular junctions with a pronounced rectifying behavior. The ratios between the magnitude 

of the electric current against and along the dipole range between 2 and 9 for junctions 

comprising molecules with different dipole magnitude.151, 169-170 

Ensuing, replacement of the groups for binding the polar molecules to the gold 

surfaces from thiol to isocyanide results in notable differences in rectification. This change in 

the anchoring groups causes more than two-fold reduction in the molecular dipole moment. 

Furthermore, calculations show a localization of the HOMO and LUMO on the terminal 

thiols, and delocalization of the frontier orbitals in the cyano-capped molecule.171

Assemblies of identical QDs with ligands with different dipoles, and thus different 

band energies, can generate cascades for directing electron and hole transport, e.g., 

“unidirectional” or “bidirectional” configuration for charge-transport pathways. 

Heterojunction PV devices, comprising such QD assemblies, show the favorability of the 

former, i.e., unidirectional configuration improves the power-conversion efficiency.94 It is 

favorable because of a potential barrier for electrons or holes at the interface at different 

quantum dot layers.94 The small size of the aromatic ligands ensures sufficient electronic 

coupling between neighboring QDs to ensure the efficiency of the interfacial charge transfer 

steps and of the long-range charge transport. 

Coating silicon surfaces with small polar molecules with different dipole moments 

causes substantial effect on surface band bending and on the Si work function. Completing 

the “wiring” of the molecules with a metal electrode yields a junction with pronounced 

rectifying characteristics.104 Such metal-semiconductor junction form Schottky diodes with 
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inherent dipole at the interface between the two materials. Intercalating polar organic SAMs 

between the metal and the semiconductor strongly affects the behavior of the Schottky diode. 

Metal-organic Schottky energy barriers follow ideal Schottky behavior. Namely, the electron 

Schottky barrier is determined by the energy difference between the metal work function and 

the electron affinity of the organic material, which is related to the reduction potential of the 

comprising molecules.172 Thus, typically low work function metals are used for electron 

injection, and high work function metals – for hole injection. 

Polar adsorbates allow for investigating the effects of a molecular dipole moment 

oriented both towards and away from an Ag electrode. These tests demonstrate control of the 

Schottky energy barrier. Specifically, when the dipole is oriented away from the electrode the 

energy barrier decreases; and when the dipole points toward the electrode the barrier 

increases.173 The Schottky barrier height for an n-type semiconductor, ϕb, is estimated as:

(8)𝜙𝑏= 𝜙𝑚 ‒ 𝜒SC+ 𝑒𝑉𝑖
Where ϕm is the work function of the metal,  the electron affinity of the semiconductor, and 𝜒SC
Vi is the voltage drop due to an interface dipole which forms as a result of charge 

rearrangement upon the formation of the interface.147 Cahen et al. report that molecular 

dipole monolayers as an effective tool for modifying barrier heights of Schottky junctions. 

The dipoles can affect both, ϕm
 and  of Au|SiO2|Si diodes. Changing the terminal group 𝜒SC

from electron donating to electron withdrawing provides a means for altering the molecular 

dipole moment.174-175 

Employing polar molecules in junctions for attaining CTr rectification presents two 

important challenges: (1) ensuring sufficient length of the organic CTr pathway between the 

two conducting or semiconducting electrodes; and (2) ensuring symmetry of the wiring of the 
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molecular species. Frequently, differences in the chemistry and the electronic properties of 

the manner of bonding of a molecule to the two electrodes may be the principal source of CTr 

rectification. Such asymmetry of the “wiring” to the electrodes can completely overcome any 

effect from the molecular dipoles.112 When it comes to Schottky diodes, the semiconductor-

metal junction is already asymmetric and the polar molecule only modify that asymmetry. 

Conversely, if the molecule is relatively small and strongly coupled electronically with the 

electrodes, the wave functions of the conducting substrate may penetrate through the whole 

molecule and perturb its electronic properties.176 It may suppress the generated dipoles and 

eliminate the effects they may have. 

Interfacing molecules with two electrodes presents some of the biggest challenges in 

the design of organic and molecular electronic devices. At the regions of molecular contacts, 

redistribution of the free charge carriers in the conducting substrates often generates fields 

that overwhelm the effects of the molecular dipoles in the junction. Molecular electrets that 

possess large dipoles and mediate long-range CT and CTr provide a means for eliminating 

the prevailing effect of the molecular contacts. 

Conclusions

Field-induced changes in -ΔGET
(0) represent the principally accepted notion about the 

nature in which permanent dipoles affect CT. Synergies between the dipole effects on the 

Franck-Condon and electronic aspects of the CT kinetics illustrate some of the underlying 

complexity of this growing area of research. Donor-bridge-acceptor conjugates with 

permanent dipoles incorporated in their bridging moieties are excellent tools for expanding 

the basic understanding of the dependence of charge transfer on local electric fields. Placing 

similar dipolar conjugates between conducting and semiconducting electrodes, to form 
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electrical junctions, allows for bringing this basic knowledge to charge transport phenomena, 

setting the foundation for advanced molecular-level designs for electronic and energy-

conversion applications. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Bioinspired molecular electrets based on anthranilamide (Aa) motifs. (a) Origin of 

the ground-state electric macrodipole dipole of Aa electrets from ordered orientation of the 

amide linkers and from the polarization due to the formation of the hydrogen bonds. 

(b) Long-range charge transduction mediated via electron hopping, or on-resonance electron 

transport, along the Aa residues and the effect of the macrodipole on the preferred 

directionality of the ET steps. 

Figure 2. Molecular orbital (MO) diagrams representing long-range photoinduced charge 

transfer occurring via different mechanisms, involving photoexcitation, 1, followed by a 

sequence of discrete electron-transfer step, 2 to 5. The transferred electrons are encircled. 

Figure 3. Band-MO diagrams showing charge transport through a metal-molecule-metal 

junction occurring via different mechanisms that are governed by the alignment between the 

Fermi energies of the electrodes, Ef, and the energy levels of the frontier molecular orbitals. 

The transferred electrons on the HOMOs are encircled.

Figure 4. Electric dipole moment and its ordered co-directional assemblies to illustrate the 

origin of the macrodipoles in electerts. Vector sums of dipoles from stacked and head-to-tail 

arrangements lead to the same total dipole moment (eq. 7). 

Figure 5. MO diagrams showing the dipole effects on long-range PET occurring via different 

mechanisms, mediated by D-B-A conjugates. (a,b) For tunneling, or superexchange 

mechanism, the photoexcitation, 1, is followed by a long-range electron-tunneling step, 2. 
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The electret dipole alters the energy levels of the frontier orbitals, and most importantly, the 

reduction potentials of the donor and the acceptor. Therefore, ΔGET
(0) is different for ET 

along and against the dipole. (c) For electron hopping along the dipole, the photoexcitation, 1, 

is followed by multiple short tunneling steps, i.e., hopping steps, 2 to 5. The electret dipole 

alters the energy levels of the frontier orbitals generating cascade ET pathways along the 

bridge, i.e., each hopping step has ΔGET
(0) < 0, which is immensely beneficial for long range 

ET. In comparison, in the absence of a dipole, each hopping step has ΔGET
(0) = 0 (Figure 2c). 

(d) For electron hopping against the dipole, the photoexcitation, 1, is followed by a hopping 

step, 2, and a long-range tunneling step, 3. The number of hopping steps for this case depends 

on the extent to which the dipole field shifts the energy levels of the frontier orbitals. The 

diagrams do not show CR steps that will be especially prevalent when ET is against the 

dipole for hopping mechanism (c), where CR will efficiently compete with step 3.
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